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The fundamental of structural design is the determination of
structures of minimum w which safely equilibrate a given system of external
forces. In the of two-dimensional optimum Michell structures, it is of
some to make use of the analogy with the theory of plane plastic flow
which states that the members of a Michell frame lie along lines which have the
sa.:ce form as the lines in the case" Several cases of practical interest
WEL.e studied in great detail A. S. L. Chan(2)using this method. The present
work is concerned with the optimum of a framework under a further case
of three force which is derived an extension of the line field for
one of the classical of MichelL
The of ~l:'pu.,",~C"V'U
The forces are all to
is to construct a Michell structure
forces.
Consider the LUdU.Hii'!; n,rclbJ.eln of
forces lie on a with OP< PeY .
the line 00 J and The Dr·ot)H~m
which equiJlibrates
It is when OP " POQ, the structure is as shown
in The cc,rl'eI3pon.dlng line field is in 3, which
shows that the ACPA 0 C I consist of circular arcs and radii,
with whereas the lines in the squares OAPA 1 ,
GCPC u are -------,,," or·th012:Oflal st:ralp'.I1.t segm.:mt,s
The
4 and 5, because of
above 00 1 "
line field outside its
tJl+Dl.cUW:::u. below, and is illustrated in








E on PO , so that OP '" PE.
APC and CPE, identical with
Since the 0 is a
a singular similar to the
OAB similar to APC,
"'ppLL"',,"U.UH of force, it is that it is
P. This suggests the introduction of a rpO'10n
Two arcs AB and AC, are now given, and so the line field
can be extended to the whole region BACD in the manner of Figure 16 of Reference
\
The segment CE is perpendicular to CD, so the
now be extended to the whole region DCEF. Here, one set of the
segments whi.ch an levolute'; the other set of




to now, the extensions of the slip line fields on either side of 00 are
separate from one another" Similar fields under the line 001 are also shown in
Figure 5, At this stage, they must, if possible, be brought together to CUH11f-'L'" c"
the final layout,








is the rotation at any ( a, 13
strains, In what follow s, the a ,
direct strain in the a -direction is
ou.'''\1''''',", +e~
within the , and ± e denote the priwcif,lal
13 ) co-ordinate are so chosen that the
-e" and that in the -dire cHon is
.1) Start from region OAB,
( 0: , 13 ) co~ordinates coincide with polar
satisfy the following relations.
the 0 to be fixed, Since the
co -ordinates, the virtual displacements











where is a constant,
(3,
co -oJrdinates
recrrion OAP, and take A as
Cartesian co-ordinates, and so
+ o
The







CE: '~eo: -er (1 + v e ) + er
with
and a, in the above are consistant with the notations
virtual displacern1ents and co-ordinates used in BACD and DCEF,
A and respl;octiv~::ly taken as , (see 7),
At this stage, the classical solution of the structure in Figure 2 is already
determined, From (1 ,the virtual of the E
to 0° in are
u =er + v +n (13
The resultant vertical displacement is
+ :If) er + 1!) ed
and so
1





+ + +' + er -'1-
-ordinates are shown also in
is still identical with that of the previous







+ 213 ~ J (21)
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0: , + 1
+ ) + e (1 + J{
and B ca.n be
+
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expres:sion for u, v.
calculate
TtleCln:~ti,ca.t1v "'pc;Cl."-~UE;, once the values of u and v on the
known, this set of equatioins can be the line T
obtain u( 0; , I' ) and
not seem to obtain.
solution of the fYl',PR,e>nt ,",."." ... hl""",,
of U, v on the line T " o.
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The results are shown
calculations is
4,
Before c;",-~.c;U.!.,otUUf', the volume of the structures, it is necessary to relate
the 0;, 13 co OPO § ,
R",foPY'Y"'ino- to the co-ordinate in region FEF 9 , the direction cosines















J cos B sin
y sin B cos d
(33)




otherwise the line fields
, .e , will attain an upper limit
curve in 8, this and
corr>e~lp()ndilngnumerical results are shown in Table 1,
accurate way of obtaining the relation between ,e and
5, for several values of Il, With
lJUbJ.i,1.U'H of EO" can be found,
Another but less
is to measure the graj:lul.ccLl
the of intejrp,ollltion
structures can now





line of action of the force
o is, from (




The munerical A curve is l:JJ.\JLCI:'U in
,402






the circumference of a circle
center Q
a vertical force Fa and





Such a is known as
line field of which consists of eqlUlarlgtllEII' '"U-'-'.·ct,.'"
) are introduced at center Q, the
the
( ,e
0; .. curves p - ke
e + 4
13 - curves p
1!
-e+20; - - 'ke 4


























lJniv 0 Press ~ 1944"
CC)nJlptlting Method.





5 1, 3372 2 9677
10 9.1725 .731 3,3578
5 5 , 934 3,7426
20 15,3953 2,7342 4,1228
30 24,9043 4,111 8724
35 31,3698 4,9832 ,2430
40 ,3156 ,0066 5,611
t19,0646 7,2082 ,9775











105 580,1 31 55, 1 ,2863
0 65,3557 1 ,641
15 858,6982 77,0934 10,9958
20 1043.4130 90,9303 11, 3500
125 1266.8977 107,2448 1,7040
130 1537,1629 1213,4841 12,0577
135 1863.8560 149,1764 12.4111
L
is











be derived, for example,
2" 1 of Reference 7"
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